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Abstract—This paper reports on baseline experiments to improve large-scale real-time sentiment analysis. Sentiment analysis,
the process where texts or sentences are categorised in positive,
negative, or neutral, is in practical application most often
based on purely lexical features – the presence or absence of
attitudinally loaded terms. There are many ways of improving
a naı̈ve model and this paper describes a practical and low
footprint method based on linguistic principles, without relying
on costly, cumbersome, and brittle syntactic analysis machinery.
The method has practical utility and is being introduced in a
commercial system at present.

I. P RACTICAL LOW- FOOTPRINT ATTITUDE ANALYSIS
The use case that motivates the experiments described
here is that of sentence-level (”fine-grained”) classification of
utterances into positive, negative, or neutral, in many different
languages, based on a sentiment lexicon of positively and
negatively attitudinally loaded terms. The utterances in question are harvested from internet conversations: from editorial
media, blogs, forums, micro blog posts, and potentially chat
rooms and other informal sites. Utterances which mention
some target of interest — a brand, a corporate entity, a political
organisation, politician, or political issue, e.g. — are scored
for sentiment and tabulated to accumulate a sentiment score
for the target in question over time. These resulting timelines
are used to inform e.g. market strategies or communication
strategies and may have considerable commercial value.
In real-time analysis of internet-scale text streams, heavy
natural language processing machinery is rendered impracticable for scalability and maintenance reasons. The processing
effort is prohibitive, the coverage of most analysis frameworks
does not extend to new informal text types, the multi-lingual
reality of commercial text analysis require cross-linguistic
processing paradigms, and most importantly, the abstraction
level and sophisticated knowledge representation inherent in
dependency-based systems make systems which rely on syntactic models overly costly to maintain. This paper takes as
its point of departure simple but effective lexical sentiment
analysis approach and investigates how it can be improved
from first principles without costly intellectual superstructures
at processing time.
II. A RGUMENTATION MARKERS
Certain lexical items break the neat progression of topicality
along the utterance. The topic-comment structure does not
work linearly, if argumentative terms such as but, however,
yet, instead or other explicit markers of argumentation are
used.
(1)

a.

It uses an old-time formula, it’s not terribly original and it’s rather messy – but you just have to
love the big, dumb, happy movie.

b.

It is ridiculous, of course but it is also refreshing,
disarming, and just outright enjoyable despite its
ridiculousness.
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III. H YPOTHESIS : S UBORDINATING CONJUNCTIONS
NEUTRALISE ATTITUDE BEFORE THEM

Certain items, such as ”but”, in an utterance indicate that
what comes after is of greater argumentative import than
what came before. A scoring scheme enhanced by a suitable
hiccup at points where it encounters argumentative markers
will provide better precision than one which does not.
IV. S TARTING POINTS
Take a number of human-assessed utterances and establish
whether a method which notes the presence of subordinating
conjuncations does better than one which does not.
A. Target notion
We have in practice found that more fine-grained sentiment
analyses than positive and negative would seem to be necessary. (Karlgren et al., 2012) There are no benchmarking resources available outside our laboratory for experimentation on
a broader palette of attitude or sentiment, and thus we will in
these experiments focus on those macro sentiments on which
other sentiments are typically and simplistically projected. We
report precision for positive and negative sentiment separately
and recall for each.2
B. Data
The below experiments make use of three human-annotated
data sets. Quantitative data are given in Table I.
1) The Replab data set consists of several tens of thousands
of microblog posts from Twitter, which are annotated for
positive, negative, or neutral effect on the reputation of a
commercial entity. These have been used extensively in
shared tasks at the CLEF conferences. Items consist of
1 Interestingly, while we might assume that these basic level argumentative
operators would be invariant across human languages, von Klopp (1994),
among others, finds that there are differences, even between closely related
languages. Thus, the English but is equivalent to two different argumentational
operators in e.g. Spanish, German, or apparently, even its most closely related
Scandinavian languages.

(i)

a.
b.

English: I cut my elbow but I didn’t cry ↔ Spanish: ... pero ...
English: It is not difficult but impossible ↔ Spanish: ... sino ...

2 We do not report F-scores. We have yet to find a use case for which
F-score would be a valid quality measure, an algorithm development effort
where it would be a useful target metric, or a research direction for which it
would provide insights.
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up to 140 characters, and may contain several sentences
within that limit. Details are given in Amigó et al.
(2013).
2) The data set used by Täckström and McDonald in
experiments for inferring text-level sentiment from sentence level analyses consists of single sentences from
consumer reviews on several topics, hand tagged for positive, negative, neutral, non-relevant, or mixed. Details
are given in Täckström and McDonald (2011).
3) The Stanford sentiment treebank analysis data set consists of single sentences graded continuously constituent
by constituent. In these experiments only the full sentence grading is used, with cutoffs for positive and
negative scores set to be 0.4 and 0.6 respectively, as
suggested in the data set documentation. Details are
given in Socher et al. (2013).
In these experiments, for each data-set, only sentences which
were tagged positive or negative were considered.
Set
RepLab
T & McD
Stanford

Size
62 886
3 836
11 855

Positive
36 548
923
4 963
TABLE I

Negative
8 618
1 320
4 650

Other
17 599
1 593
2 242

T HE DATA SETS .

C. The sentiment lexicon
The sentiment analysis scheme in these experiments is
entirely lexical and consists of a large number of unweighted
multi-word terms taken from the sentiment lexicon published
by Liu et al Liu et al. (2005). In our commercial practice,
the lexicon we use is built semiautomatically using data from
recent text streams (Sahlgren et al., 2016); for the purposes
of these present experiments and for replicability reasons, the
lexicon is used in the form as it is publicly available.
A two-category case of two polar categories such as the
present one is arguably an oversimplification of human expression of sentiment, attitude, appeal, and emotion, as argued
in earlier case studies (Karlgren, 2009) Here, this experiment
will be used as a template, but I stress the fact that in a
real applied commercial use case, other more domain-specific
categories will be of greater practical utility for customers. The
argument and results here can be assumed to be extensible to
any lexically encoded attitude and any practical task where a
fixed lexicon is used as a knowledge source.
V. B OUNDS OF LEXICAL APPROACHES
The recall bound for correct results in a gold standard, given
a polarity lexicon, is bounded by the coverage of the lexical
resource. A lexical model cannot transcend the coverage of the
items in the lexicon and their occurrence in the target texts:
documents with no terms in the lexicon cannot be reached
by the analysis; documents with terms from both the positive
and negative lexicon are inconclusive; documents may contain
terms from a lexicon yet not be assessed as negative or positive
in the gold standard. A coverage analysis of the material will
give the bounds within which an experiment operates.
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There are clear differences across the collections and the
relative identifiability of the positive and negative items, which
is an indication that the choice of test collection is a parameter
of importance in designing system evaluation.
A conservative approach is to assess as positive only texts
with positive terms and no negative terms, and equivalently,
to require only negative polar items for texts assessed to be
negative. This imposes a low ceiling on the recall.
A higher recall for finding items is the greedy approach, to
assume that any occurrence of a polar term indicates a polar
text irrespective of other terms in the text.
The solution space under consideration in optimising lexical
polarity analysis lies between these two bounds, which are
given in Table III, as conditions ”greedy” and ”conservative”,
respectively.
A. Incidence of But
The presence of ”but” is a significant indication that attitude
may change over the course of an utterance, and this and
similar items have been used in previous research. The point of
tracking ”but” in terms of improving sentiment analysis results
is to find items where observing a ”but” would invalidate the
analysis so far in the utterance. The sentences in Example (1)
conform to this processing template. To identify the power
of this approach we identify the number of utterances in the
test corpora where this approach has a potential of improving
results. Table II shows a breakdown of items which contain
”but”. The items under consideration are those which contain
both positive and negative polar terms, i.e. the first column of
the table.
Incidence of ”But”
Pos & Neg Pos only Neg only
No polar terms
74
98
65
91
34
61
22
46
18
13
19
9
Pos & Neg Pos only Neg only
No polar terms
194
168
83
93
36
50
2
8
55
39
39
39
Pos & Neg Pos only Neg only
No polar terms
588
398
219
138
220
206
40
46
209
94
120
52
TABLE II
I NCIDENCE OF ” BUT ” RELATED TO THE GOLD STANDARD AND TO POLAR
RepLab
All
Positive
Negative
T & McD
All
Positive
Negative
Stanford
All
Positive
Negative

ITEMS

VI. BASELINE L EXICAL S ENTIMENT A NALYSIS
Using the simplest conceivable approach, scoring polar
items and assigning polarity by largest score we get the results
given in Table III.
VII. E XPERIMENT: B UT
This experiment treats utterances with ”but” differently from
others: in the linear sequence, when ”but” is encountered, the
scores are reset, under the assumption that a ”but” signals that
what follows it is of more import than what came before. This,
as shown in Table III, increases precision for both positive
items and negative items with a fairly low cost to recall.
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Set

Micro
p
r

RepLab
T & McD
Stanford

61.3
51.2
64.2

36.2
37.1
31.3

RepLab
T & McD
Stanford

57.4
39.0
50.8

44.3
64.2
75.0

Set
RepLab
T & McD
Stanford
Set
RepLab
T & McD
Stanford

Macro
Positive
p
r
p
r
B OUNDED RESULTS
Conservative
49.3 36.3 68.8 36.1
50.1 39.7 43.9 53.8
64.2 30.9 64.7 45.9
Greedy
45.8 45.1 64.6 43.9
38.3 66.1 33.9 76.6
50.8 74.8 53.2 80.8

Negative
p
r

29.7
56.3
63.6

36.4
25.5
15.8

27.0
42.6
48.3

46.2
55.6
68.8

BASELINE LEXICAL BAG OF WORD RESULTS
Micro
Macro
Positive
Negative
p
r
p
r
p
r
p
r
52.4 38.3 48.2 40.1 68.1 37.2 28.4 42.9
44.2 55.7 44.3 56.9 40.4 63.7 48.3 50.1
58.4 60.9 58.7 60.9 63.5 60.4 53.9 61.5
S UBJUNCTION CLEARED WEIGHTING
Micro
Macro
Positive
Negative
p
r
p
r
p
r
p
r
52.7 37.9 48.4 39.6 68.3 36.9 28.5 42.3
44.8 54.5 44.9 55.8 41.4 62.7 48.5 48.8
59.4 60.1 59.8 60.1 65.2 59.6 54.4 60.8
TABLE III
B OUNDS , BASELINES , AND R ESULTS

VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
We have here demonstrated how a practical low foot-print
system can be enhanced with a simple, effective and efficient,
incrementally improvable approach which is consistent with
linguistic theory.
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